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It used to be said that Adam Smith tried to formulate a labour theory of value but got horribly confused between the "labour commanded" by a product and the "labour embodied" in its production. The origins of the legend are to be found in Ricardo's Principles, but the "authorised version" is by Marx.

Blaug (1997b, p. 51)

Nearly a half-century has passed since Ronald Meek (1956, p. 63) warned us that Adam Smith's notion of the labor commanded by a commodity in the marketplace is to be understood not as an expression of the "substance" but rather as a measure of value and sought to fix that distinction in our minds with his memorable image of the magnet. Indeed, it is more than three times that long since John Stuart Mill ([1848] 1976, p. 568) conveyed the same distinction with his particularly apt metaphor of "the thermometer and the fire." Further, it is now forty years since Mark Blaug (1959), reminding us of that distinction, turned our attention to Smith's use of his labor-commanded measure as an expression of potential productive capacity, but one which conveys a subjective dimension as well.¹ Yet in spite of further repeated admonitions in subsequent editions of Blaug's text (1997b), the "legend" that Smith's concept of labor commanded is to be understood as expressing, in some way, price ratios proportional to ratios of labor "embodied" in production remains remarkably resilient.

Some authors simply take for granted the presence in Smith's thought of a "labor theory of value," suggesting apparently that no evidence in support of such a reading is required, beyond

---
¹ The range of applications to which Smith put his measure are discussed at length in Hueckel (2000). For a suggestion that Blaug might not have got just right the precise nature of the subjective dimension associated with that measure, see Hueckel (1998)
perhaps an occasional reference to the Marxian “authorized version” (Rashid, 1998, pp. 213-15). When supporting argument is advanced, it typically involves the juxtaposition of a quotation drawn from the opening paragraphs of The Wealth of Nations, I.v. with one from the first paragraph of chapter six, where we first encounter the famous “early and rude state of society.”

This strategy has, indeed, a long pedigree, dating back to David Ricardo’s ([1817] 1951, p. 14) famous complaint that Smith employed his concept of labor commanded in place of Ricardo’s labor-embodied notion “as if these were two equivalent expressions;” and it is this practice that underlies the frequently-encountered view that Smith advanced “these two explanations of value, [which though] very different in nature, yet they rub elbows with each other on almost the same pages” (Douglas, 1928, p. 88). Of course, it is pedagogically useful to highlight the unusual single-factor character of the “early and rude state” of I.vi.1 (and of I.viii.1-4) in contrast to the multi-factor nature typical of Smith’s analysis to illustrate his observation that, outside of the single-factor world, the magnitude of the labor-commanded expression must exceed that of the labor embodied (I.vi.9-24, passim). Those who maintain a sharp distinction between the fifth chapter’s discussion of the labor-commanded measure and the sixth’s discussion of the “component parts of price” typically find the latter to be a convincing refutation of any suggestion that Smith advanced in any meaningful sense a “labor theory of value” as that phrase is understood from the work of Ricardo and Karl Marx.

---

2 Citations to Smith’s work follow the convention of the Glasgow edition, identifying all relevant gradations—book, chapter, section, and paragraph—in the hope that readers familiar with the work will find helpful the identification of the larger context. Where a particular work is not identified, the citation refers to The Wealth of Nations. The designation LJ refers to Lectures on Jurisprudence.

3 This view of multiple Smithian value theories, each of equivalent analytical weight has found its way into a number of modern textbooks; for examples, see Landreth and Colander (1994, p. 84), Rima (1991, p. 96), Spiegel (1983, pp. 248-9). Others, however (e.g., Ekelund and Hebert, 1997, p. 106), follow Blaug in sharply delineating Smith’s labor-commanded measure from any notion of a theory of value.
Recently, however, a new interpretive procedure has arisen in which Smith’s introduction of the labor-commanded concept in chapter five is read quite explicitly through the prism of the “early and rude state” of chapter six, leading, naturally, to the conclusion that Smith did indeed intend his concept as the equivalent of (or “proportional to”) the quantity of labor embodied in a commodity. In the most complete expression of this argument, Rory O’Donnell (1990, pp. 63-4) insists that Smith’s “choice of a labour commanded measure of value was predicated on a set of assumptions under which changes in value measured in labour commanded will, in general, be approximately proportional to changes in value measured in labour embodied.” Elias Khalil (1991, p. 34) independently employs a similar procedure to resurrect “Smith’s identification of labor-commanded [LC] with labor-embodied [LE] in chapter 5, book I of The Wealth of Nations.”

Not only do these authors deny the now widespread interpretation that Smith understood the labor-commanded unit to produce (outside the single-factor world) a result quite different from the labor-embodied magnitude, they also call into question the established view that among the various applications to which Smith put his measure was that which we associate with a price index—that is, as a deflator with which to adjust nominal magnitudes for “purely monetary changes” (Schumpeter, 1954, p. 188), or, to borrow Samuel Hollander’s (1973, p. 128) phrase, to express the magnitude of an income stream in terms of its “command over consumption goods.” O’Donnell (p. 74) characterizes this reading as “extremely dubious,” while Khalil (p. 42), more decisively, dismisses it as inadmissible on the ground that it “amounts to confusing real exchangeable value with real useful value.” There can be no doubt of the significance of this alternative reading: if it is found persuasive, then much of what we think we know regarding Smith’s value measure and its role in his larger system must be jettisoned. That alone qualifies this new view as deserving of the most careful inspection, and it is to that task that this essay is
devoted. We will find, however, that no such drastic action is necessary; it is this alternative reading, not the established view, that fails to withstand scrutiny.

**Sraffian “rational reconstructions”**

Before turning to our analysis, we must take a moment to place this question within its larger context, and here Blaug’s distinction between “rational” and “historical reconstructions” will prove helpful. The former, of course, refers to what has come to be described as “Whig history”—that approach which applies to historical texts the analytical categories and techniques of modern theory so as to construct from those texts a line of intellectual progress leading to present “truths.” “Historical reconstruction,” on the other hand, refers to the historian’s attempt “to recover the ideas of past thinkers in terms that they, and their contemporaries, would have recognized as a more or less faithful description of what they had set out to do” (Blaug, 1999, p. 213). To be sure, these two approaches to the past, while logically distinct, nevertheless tend in the actual work of the historian frequently to shade into one another. Particularly in the case of historical reconstruction it is clear that all such attempts must inevitably contain some element of rational reconstruction as well since the modern reader cannot purge entirely from his mind all influences of modern theory. As Blaug reminds us, “we can at best struggle to grasp what a past author really meant to say in terms he would have accepted but we can never fully recapture his theoretical innocence” ([1990] 1997a, p. 58, emphasis in original). We must acknowledge, then, that any attempt to render a historically faithful description of Smith’s ideas concerning value runs the risk of “reading backward”—of, that is, reading Smith’s text through Marxian or, alternatively, Walrasian spectacles.

But Blaug’s distinction has more to offer us than this edifying caveat, for O’Donnell’s reading of the labor-commanded measure is advanced in service of his larger contribution to the
so-called Sraffian “surplus approach” to classical economics, the very interpretive tradition that Blaug criticizes as “just another Whig interpretation of history” (1999, p. 215). This tradition identifies the common, defining characteristic of classical economics as a focus on the generation and disposition of a “social surplus,” a concept roughly analogous to the non-labor component of net national product. The magnitude of this surplus is said to have been determined as the residual left after subtracting from total output the wage bill of the laborers employed in the production of that output. The determinants of this residual—that is, the magnitude of the total product, the technically-determined input coefficients, and the real wage—are said to have been taken as “known prior to this determination,” a reading which, as Blaug reminds us, originates with Piero Sraffa (1960, p. v). Hence, the “logical basis” of classical economics is said to lie “in the consideration of real wage and social product as being determinable prior to [the non-wage] shares” (Garegnani, 1987, pp. 560-61, emphasis in original; O’Donnell, 1990, pp. 8-12; Blaug, 1999, p. 217-18 and 222-3). Finally, and following Sraffa’s explanation for Ricardo’s introduction of a labor theory of value (Ricardo, [1817] 1951, pp. xxx-xxxvii), that construct is portrayed as the classicals’ attempt to resolve the fundamental circularity of their model: if the total product comprises more than one commodity, it must be expressed in value terms; but if the value coefficient is itself dependent upon the rate of profit, then to claim that the magnitude of the total product is determined “prior to” the rate of profit is to involve one in circular reasoning. The labor theory of value is said to be Ricardo’s (and Marx’s), unsuccessful, attempt to resolve this problem (Garegnani, 1987, pp. 566-68).

While this “surplus” framework has been most frequently applied to Ricardo and Marx (Garegnani, 1984; 1987), O’Donnell (1990, p. 29) claims to have extended the approach to Smith,

---

4 Lest there be any misunderstanding, it must be emphasized that this “Sraffa connection” is absent from Khalil’s argument.
insisting that we find in the *Wealth of Nations* "a definition of the concept of surplus analogous to that of the Physiocrats and identical to that which was to be adopted by Ricardo and Marx."

Moreover, Smith’s determination of that surplus corresponds exactly to the Sraffian formula: “in analysing accumulation Smith took total *produce* and the *capital* requirements of production as given magnitudes (explained [separately] by his theories of output, technology and the real wage), leaving the surplus—profits plus rents—as a residual” (p. 212 and chap. 3; emphasis in original).

The argument is not, however, a complete precursor of Ricardo since, we are told, “Smith did not use his surplus explanation of aggregate profits and rents to develop a theory of the *rate of profit*, his concern being, almost exclusively, the *amount* of surplus and its implications for accumulation” (p. 212, emphasis in original).\(^\text{5}\)

It is not our purpose here to judge the historical validity of the reading produced by O’Donnell’s struggle to fit Smith’s system into the Sraffian “surplus” framework; Blaug (1999) has performed that task for us, and his critique will serve: this is indeed “an ingenious rational reconstruction” by which “we assume that perfect truth is found in [Sraffa’s, 1960] *Production of Commodities*, and then we read backward, finding Sraffa in much of Ricardo and Marx, although much less in Smith and Mill, and forget about almost everything else in classical economics because it will not fit the Procrustean bed of the interpretation.” O’Donnell, of course, insists that there is more of Sraffa to be found in Smith than has been commonly understood, but Blaug’s (pp. 215 and 218) assessment remains unimpeached: this “certainly is an amazingly narrow interpretation that omits some of the most exciting and indeed fruitful elements in the thinking of the classical authors”

\(^5\) As one of his reviewers observed, this qualification is particularly hard to credit since it “attributes to Smith the almost unbelievable incapability to calculate a ratio (whose nature was perfectly clear in his mind) between two aggregates [the “surplus” and the wage bill] that, according to O’Donnell, he had already calculated with precision” (Caravale, 1992, p. 1124).
It is, however, O'Donnell's (p. 5) self-consciously "new interpretation of [Smith's] labour command measure" which attracts our attention; but if we are to judge that interpretation, we must read it from the perspective of that "surplus approach" which it is intended to serve. The problem of Smith's value measure takes on particular importance for O'Donnell because he takes as a point of departure his rendition of Maurice Dobb's claim that Smith may be viewed as the source of two divergent interpretative "streams": "the classical or surplus theory found in the work of Ricardo and Marx," on the one hand, "and the neoclassical or marginalist theory" on the other (O'Donnell, p. 2; chap. 10; cf. Dobb, 1973, pp. 112-18). O'Donnell, of course, seeks to highlight the former and to deny the latter. The second of these tasks is accomplished simply by setting an extraordinarily rigorous definitional standard: "the essential elements of a 'supply and demand' theory are utility functions, which are maximised subject to the constraint of given endowments, which have alternate uses (p. 19). Here, perhaps, is the source of O'Donnell's peculiar unwillingness to acknowledge Smith's application of the labor-commanded expression as a measure of "purchasing power over consumption goods": if Smith is to be excluded from the "supply and demand" tradition, his work must be seen to be empty of utility considerations.

As to the first of his tasks—the positioning of Smith within the "surplus" tradition—O'Donnell (p. 208) objects that Dobb's rendition limits "Smith's contribution to the surplus theory" to no more than "his occasional use of a labour theory of value." Contrary to this feeble attribution, O'Donnell's (pp. 215-16) claim to have located at the center of Smith's system a clear statement of the Sraffian surplus, permits us, we are assured, to "dispense with any idea that Smith's connection with a surplus approach was tenuous." No longer will historians of the surplus approach be reduced to "seeking all sorts of incidental similarities between [Smith's] work and that of Ricardo and Marx—such as his occasional relation of value to labour
embodied.” Nor can Smith be denied a place in the surplus tradition on the ground either that he confused labor command with labor embodied or that he “vacillated” between the two concepts. O’Donnell (p. 216, also pp. 128-9 and chap. 6) denies both readings on the basis “of the assumptions which Smith adopted in using his labour command measure”—the very assumptions which, O’Donnell insists, ensured a “proportionality” between the two magnitudes. Finally, to those who object that Smith’s claim to a place in the surplus tradition is jeopardized by the failure of his labor-command unit to resolve the measurement circularity of the classical surplus calculation (Garegnani, 1984, p. 301), O’Donnell (p. 220, emphasis in original) replies that “Smith’s measure of value was not designed for that purpose.” Indeed, while he acknowledges (pp. 111-17) that Smith cannot be said to have employed a labor theory of value in any meaningful sense, O’Donnell is careful to remind us, by reference to Sraffa, that the simultaneous solution to the classical problem, as it is formulated in the surplus framework, does not involve a labor theory of value, from which, we may conclude that “it is not necessary that Smith held or approximated a labour theory of value in order that he can be said to have contributed to the classical theory” (p. 20).6 The interpretive problem arises from the work of those who, “following Dobb, elevated the particular work of Ricardo and Marx into a yardstick against which to measure Smith’s performance,” a strategy that led them “to attach unwarranted significance to the labour theory of value but … insufficient attention … to the concept of surplus and the conceptual framework which underlies it” (p. 222, emphasis in original).

---

6 In his assessment of Smith’s value theory, O’Donnell (pp. 86-9) follows the common view, observing that Smith’s resolution of price into its “component parts” “brings one to a theory of value only in so far as one has a prior theory of the rates of wages, profits and rents,” and it was this coherent distribution theory that Smith lacked. Khalil too denies the charge of “confusion” on Smith’s part, arguing (pp. 35-6) simply that Smith’s treatment of the labor-commanded unit in chapter five was conducted from the perspective of the single-factor economy introduced at the opening of chapter six, leaving the “negation of the labor theory of value” to that later chapter.
It is evident that O'Donnell's "new interpretation" of Smith's labor-command measure plays a key role in his larger effort to fit Smith into a Sraffian surplus tradition. It is "highly dubious" that the measure would have been used to judge purchasing power over consumption goods since, if Smith is to be excluded from the competing, neoclassical tradition, his system must contain no hint of utility maximization. On the other hand, Smith's use of his measure is no indicator of a confused, primitive Ricardian unable to distinguish between labor command and labor embodied. Smith knew what he was doing: his unit was intended not as a solution to the circularity of measurement embedded in the surplus problem but simply as a measure of "changes in the relative value of commodities brought about by changes in methods of production" (p. 62; see also p. 102), and, further, he rested it upon "a set of assumptions" which established a "proportional" relationship between his measure and the labor embodied magnitude. There is nothing in Smith's labor-commanded unit that can threaten his rightful claim to a place in the Sraffian tradition. Clearly we have here too an "ingenious rational reconstruction," but O'Donnell intends his argument as historical reconstruction—as a fair representation of Smith's ideas as Smith understood them. It is the historical validity of this alternative reading that is at issue, and it is to that which we now turn.

Chapter 5: a "pre-capitalist" economy?

Both Khalil and O'Donnell begin their respective studies of the labor-command concept from a common point of departure: the premise that Smith's famous fifth chapter, on "the real and nominal price of commodities," is to be read as describing a single-factor world analogous to the "early and rude state" of chapter six. Khalil (pp. 34 and 35) contends that those commentators who "reasoned that LC must be greater than LE" advance a "faulty judgment," which "arises from their failure to understand that the context of Smith's discussion of LC in chapter 5 is non-capitalist
exchange.” Consequently, in Khalil’s eyes the chapter depicts “an economy of self-employed producers exchanging goods for final use, not profit.” Hence, to argue that “Smith equates LC and LE in chapter 5 … does not mean he is confused about profit; … there is no profit in chapter 5 to begin with” (pp. 36-7). O’Donnell, draws a rather finer distinction, applying the “pre-capitalist” reading only to the opening paragraphs of chapter five: “At the heart of this interpretation lies the recognition of the fact that the early paragraphs of Chapter v refer to a pre-capitalist economy, while the rest of the chapter refers to a capitalist economy” (p. 63). It was in these “first three paragraphs” (p. 63, though on p. 65 the “pre-capitalist” segment is expanded to include the seventh paragraph), where the alleged “relationship [between labor commanded and labor embodied] was established easily—as a direct equality of labour expended (‘toil and trouble’) to labour command (in the sense of labour ‘contained’ in goods commanded)—and this labour quantity was defined as the ‘real price’” However, because “it was of considerable importance that Smith be able to retain some relationship between difficulty of production and labour command,… a relationship between labour embodied and labour command was carried over into Smith’s discussion of capitalist exchange” as well (pp. 75-6; cf. p. 64). Unlike Khalil, O’Donnell (p. 65) does find evidence of the capitalist employer in the chapter, but that character enters only in the eighth paragraph, when we encounter a “switch in perspective … of considerable importance,” which “involved [Smith] abandoning the point of view of the worker and examining the exchange of labour for commodities as it is seen by those who hire labour.” Apparently then, regardless of the extent of the alleged “pre-capitalist” segment of the chapter, we can be assured that Smith intended his labor-commanded measure either as equivalent to, or as an effective proxy for, the labor-embodied concept because he chose to introduce his measure in the context of a “pre-capitalist economy,” where the two concepts are obviously equivalent.
We can perhaps be forgiven if we find ourselves entertaining some doubts regarding this reading. If chapter five truly contemplates only the exchange of goods “for final use,” one wonders what to make of Smith’s evident care to exclude his measure from application to such goods. Labor command, he tells us, is employed to measure the “value of any commodity ... to the person who possesses it, and who means not to use or consume it himself, but to exchange it for other commodities.” Likewise, what a “thing is really worth to the man who has acquired it, and who wants to dispose of it or exchange it for something else, is the toil and trouble ... which it can impose upon other people” (I.v.1-2, emphasis added). As Meek (1956, pp. 65-6) pointed out long ago, this seems to take “the point of view of a capitalist employer, who organises the production of commodities not because he wishes to consume them himself or to exchange them for subsistence goods but because he wishes to sell them at a profit.” It is, of course, the function of that worthy to employ “productive hands”—that is, the class of labor whose effort “adds ... to the value of the materials which he works upon, that of his own maintenance, and of his master’s profit”, and which “fixes and realizes itself in some particular subject or vendible commodity,” which is, “as it were, a certain quantity of labour stocked and stored up to be employed ... upon some other occasion” (II.iii.1). Surely it is consistent with this view of the merchant’s role to say that the “value” of such a “vendible commodity” to the merchant “who possesses it and who means not to use or consume it himself” can be expressed as the quantity of labor which it permits him “to purchase or command” and thereby “put into motion ... upon some other occasion.” But if that is the case, then our merchant is a capitalist, and these opening paragraphs of chapter five cannot be said to apply to a “pre-capitalist” economy, in which the labor-commanded and labor-embodied expressions are identical.
Further troubles arise from the position of chapter five relative to the surrounding chapters. For Khalil, that seems to be the chief support for the claim that it is to be read as applying to a single-factor environment. We are to take it as apparent that “in chapter 5, Smith equates LC with LE” because “Smith does not discuss capital and the negation of the labor theory of value until chapter 6. Otherwise, Smith’s discussion would be anachronistic” (pp. 35-6). One is reminded of Blaug’s (1959, p. 150) long-ago comment that much confusion would have been avoided “if chapter 5 had followed, not preceded chapters 6 and 7.” But perhaps Smith sought to avoid confusion in another way: at each point where he makes use of the device of a single-factor economy, he is careful to warn the reader that the analysis rests on the assumption of “that early and rude state” in which labor is the sole input (I.vi.1-4; I.viii.1-5; II.intro.1). The absence of a parallel statement at the opening of chapter five is striking. If Smith was so careful to warn us in chapters six, eight and again at the opening of Book II, why did he fail to include a similarly-limiting statement in chapter five, unless of course he did not intend his remarks there to be so construed?

Finally, we find ourselves entertaining further doubts when we recollect that picture of primitive society that Smith painted for the students who attended his lectures on jurisprudence. There we learn that, of the “four distinct states which mankind pass thro,” the most primitive is “the age of hunters.” This surely is the jurisprudential analogue to the economist’s “pre-capitalist” state, for among the denizens of such a society “few laws or regulations will <be> requisite” since “there is almost no property amongst them” (LJ(A) i.27 and 33). It is clear that Smith carried these principles over to his economic analysis as well, for we are told in The Wealth of Nations (V.i.a.2) that “nations of hunters” comprise “the lowest and rudest state of society.” Further, while those famous beaver and deer of chapter six do indeed exchange at ratios equal to their relative labor
inputs, the point is apparently of little more than pedagogical significance for in such a "rude state of society ... there is no division of labour, [and] ... exchanges are seldom made" (II.intro.1). It is only in the second stage of development, "when flocks and herds come to be reared, [that] property ... becomes of a very considerable extent" (LJ(A) 33-4). It is this accumulation of wealth that makes this the stage "where government properly first commences": "It is in the age of shepherds, in the second period of society, that the inequality of fortune first begins to take place, and introduces ... some degree of that civil government which is indispensably necessary for its own preservation" (LJ(A) vi.7; WN V.i.b.12). Consequently, this first transition, between the hunting and pastoral stages, is a momentous event: "The step betwixt these two is of all others the greatest in the progression of society, for by it the notion of property is ext<end>ed beyond possession, to which it is in the former state confined." When once the concept of property is so established, it "is a matter of no great difficulty to extend this from one subject to another, from herds and flocks to the land itself" (LJ(A) ii.97).

But though capital enters the story as early as the second stage of development, market exchange remains limited in scope. Even in the next stage, "the age of agriculture," there is "little foreign commerce and no other manufactures but those coarse and houshold ones which almost every private family prepares for its own use" (V.i.a.6). Not until society reaches the highest stage, "the age of commerce," does market exchange become the defining characteristic of social organization. At this level, "the severall arts, which at first would be exercised by each individual as far as was necessary for his welfare, would be seperated; some persons would cultivate one and others others, as they severally inclined. They would exchange with one another what they produced more than was necessary for their support, and get in exchange for them the commodities they stood in need of and did not produce themselves" (LJ(A) i.31). Surely it is to this advanced
state that chapter five refers, not to a “pre-capitalist” society, where, owing to the limited division of labor, “exchanges are seldom made.”

Viewed in this way, Khalil’s claim regarding the sequence of chapters five and six loses any force it might have had. The brief reference to the single-factor world at the opening of chapter six does not appear “anachronistic” if it is seen in context with its parallels elsewhere in Smith’s exposition, all of which describe a special case, introduced, with fair warning, to establish a “base-line” against which to judge certain key elements of modern society (Haakonssen, 1981, pp. 155-9). Indeed, from this perspective, the sequence appears perfectly reasonable: chapter four describes the introduction of money as the natural response to the costs of barter (I.iv.2), an advance that leads inevitably to the problem of an appropriate adjustment for alterations in the purchasing power of the monetary commodity. This problem is dealt with in chapter five, which establishes the distinction between “real and nominal” prices, permitting Smith then to turn his attention in chapter six to the “component parts” of individual prices. The treatment of neither chapter four nor five requires the device of a primitive, single-factor society. To the contrary, the merchant’s accumulation of money to facilitate exchange in chapter four implies that capital has now joined with labor in production and distribution. Indeed, the earliest form of exchange medium offered as illustration of the argument is livestock, the product of that second stage of development which marks the introduction of capital (I.iv.3). Further, the highly developed state of the economy under consideration in chapter four is made clear in the opening paragraph, where we learn that we are dealing with that stage of development “when the division of labour has been once thoroughly established, [and] … every man thus lives by exchanging, or becomes in some measure a merchant, and the society itself grows to be what is properly a commercial society”—the most advanced of Smith’s “four distinct states” of development. When we come to chapter
five, we remain in the midst of a monetary economy, but we now turn our attention to the complication presented by the tendency of “gold and silver, ... like every other commodity, [to] vary in their value,” (I.v.7). It is therefore not surprising that we should encounter in the opening paragraph an analytical context identical to that described in the preceding chapter—that is, a society where, “after the division of labour has once thoroughly taken place, it is but a very small part of [his consumption] with which a man’s own labour can supply him,” and thus, “the far greater part ... he must derive from the labour of other people.” How can the like phrasing, which in chapter four explicitly refers to the most advanced state, suddenly in chapter five revert to the most primitive?

**Embodied equal (or “proportional”) to commanded?**

Doubts concerning the premise that all or some portion of Smith’s infamous fifth chapter is to be read as conveying a picture of a “pre-capitalist” economy do not necessarily imply rejection of Khalil’s claim that we are to take the labor-commanded notion developed in that chapter as equal to a labor-embodied magnitude nor of O’Donnell’s slightly less demanding standard of proportionality. To be sure, there is some ambiguity as to the precise nature of O’Donnell’s claim. Occasionally, the condition is stated simply as a “proportionality between the labour commanded and the labour embodied measure of value” (p. 70), or as a “consistent relationship ... between labour embodied and labour command” (p. 76). Indeed, at one point we are told that “the most important property which is found in Smith’s measure of value in *both* pre-capitalist and capitalist exchange is the *proportionality of labour commanded and labour embodied*” (p. 241, n. 20; emphasis in original). At other points, we find him settling for the slightly less rigorous condition of a proportional relationship between the *changes* in the two measures. Thus, as we saw earlier, his argument is introduced with the promise to demonstrate that Smith’s measure was constructed
so as to ensure that "changes in value measured in labour commanded will, in general, be approximately proportional to changes in value measured in labour embodied" (pp. 62-3; emphasis added; cf. pp. 113; 128), and we are offered as illustration "some simple numerical examples" demonstrating that "the change ... in the value of the manufactured commodity, measured in labour commanded, will be proportional to the change in its value measured in labour embodied."

In fact, the example shows the changes in the two measures as not just "proportional" but equiproporionate: "Both labour commanded and labour embodied have been halved" (p. 69).

However, a few lines earlier on the same page, the condition is given a far less rigorous expression by which Smith's assumptions are said to have permitted him to "use the change in the labour command value of a commodity as a rough indicator of the change in the labour and other inputs required for its production" (emphasis added).

O'Donnell has provided a useful service with his numerical example, for it helps to clarify the conflicting exegetical issues, with respect to both the interpretations of his own text and that of Smith. He defines commodity price as a function of the quantities of labor and material inputs and the rates of factor returns. Generalizing his numerical values in the following notation:

\[ P = \text{price of the commodity in question} \]
\[ w = \text{money wage} \]
\[ c = \text{materials price} \]
\[ n = \text{labour input per unit output} \]
\[ m = \text{materials inputs per unit output} \]
\[ r = \text{rate of profit} \]

his product price can be written as

\[ P = (wn + cm)(1 + r), \]

and the "labour command value" \( \left( \frac{P}{w} \right) \) as

---

7 Because Smith failed to reduce material inputs to their own embodied labor, O'Donnell argues, quite properly, that the inclusion of those materials as a separate input gives a truer picture of Smith's procedure; see p. 238, n. 8.
\[
\frac{P}{w} = n + m + \frac{cm}{w} (1 + r).
\]

Here is the form described in his observation that "when natural price and its component parts are measured in labour command ... the first of those component parts (wages), so measured, gives the quantity of labour used in production" (p. 113; emphasis in original). Here too is the analogue of his more restricted characterization of the labor-commanded unit as simply an indication of the "labour and other inputs" used in production: both labor and material inputs are expressed in common labor units, allowing as well for the profit earned on each. But unless we impose additional constraints on the several variables, we can claim a "proportional" relationship between neither the levels of labor-commanded and embodied nor the changes in those magnitudes.

If we presume that labor is the only variable input (unit materials requirements and all factor rewards being held constant), the change in the labor commanded magnitude over time is, of course,

\[
\frac{d(\frac{P}{w})}{dt} = (1 + r) \frac{dn}{dt}
\]

Here, the absolute changes in the labor-commanded and embodied magnitudes can be said to be "proportional" (the factor of proportionality being presumed fixed at \(1 + r\)), but this apparently is not yet the form that O'Donnell intends. Not only does his numerical example produce equiproporportionate changes in the two magnitudes, but he refers elsewhere to the additional condition of fixed factor shares (pp. 70 and 113). Clearly neither condition applies to eq. (3); if labor input is assumed to change while holding constant all other terms on the right-hand side of eq. (2), the factor shares must change as well. Of course, (2) can be rewritten as
\[(2') \quad \frac{P}{w} = n \left[ 1 + r + \frac{cm}{wn} (1 + r) \right], \text{ which reduces to} \]

\[(4) \quad \frac{P}{w} = n \left( 1 + \frac{\theta_K}{\theta_n} \right) = \frac{n}{\theta_n}, \text{ where } \theta_n \text{ and } \theta_K \text{ are the labor and capital shares.} \]

In this form, of course, (with constant factor shares) the *proportionate* changes in the two magnitudes are equal. However, as is evident from (2'), if we are to maintain those shares constant in the face of constant factor rewards, our earlier assumption of constant unit materials requirements must be replaced by the presumption that those requirements change in proportion equal to the changing labor inputs, maintaining constant the ratio \(\frac{m}{n}\). This apparently is the form O'Donnell intends since he tells us that "Smith frequently referred to a decrease (or increase) in the quantity of *labour* required to produce a particular commodity when he would seem to have had in mind a proportionate decrease in the quantity of labour and other inputs together" (p. 237, n.6).

There are, of course, other means to the end of constant factor shares. Ricardo ([1817] 1951, pp. 14-17) opted for inversely proportional movements in the wage rate and labor inputs, a standard which, because of its obvious incompatibility with his principle of a long-run equilibrium wage at subsistence, led to his famous accusation that Smith erroneously substituted the labor-commanded for the labor-embodied unit "as if these were two equivalent expressions" (but cf. O’Donnell, pp. 128-9). On the other hand, P. Sylos-Labini (1976, p. 208) proposes that "although Smith does not explicitly make the assumption of a stable wage share, that assumption seems to be consistent with his views as to what happens in the ‘progressive’ state ... if the wage

---

8 Notice from (2') that the factor shares are defined as follows:
\[
\theta_n = \frac{wn}{P} \quad \text{and} \quad \theta_K = \frac{rwn + cm(1+r)}{P}.
\]
rate rises and if profits and rents vary in such a way as to keep constant the overall non-labour share.” O’Donnell, however, refuses both of these options and instead pursues the remaining path to constant shares, adding to his presumption of a constant materials-labor ratio, the claim that “a fundamental feature of Smith’s approach to the study of price changes using his measure was that, in general, the rates of wages and profits were taken as given” (p. 70). Now, when considered from the perspective of his attempted rational reconstruction of Smith as a Sraffian “surplus” theorist, this allegation must strike the reader as, at best, a troubling contradiction. As Caravale (1992, p. 1124) has observed, how are we to know that the “given” rate of profit is consistent with the magnitude of the residual surplus? Even these troubling assumptions are not quite enough, but we are offered nothing to support the remaining (implied) presumption of a constant price of materials (c). Nevertheless, leaving aside the problems plaguing his rational reconstruction, what are we to make of the historical content of O’Donnell’s claim that Smith’s labor-commanded measure rested on the presumption of constant factor rewards?

The constant wage, we are told, rests on two “key assumptions”: “First [Smith] assumed that the corn wage of common labour is constant across long periods of time (I.v.15). Second, he assumed that corn was produced at near constant cost (I.xi.e.28)” (O’Donnell 1990, p. 67). In combination, these would, of course, ensure that the money wage would be a perfect indicator of purely nominal shocks—that is, those which arise “altogether from the degradation of the value of silver,” and thus “affect all sort of goods equally” (I.xi.n.4)—thereby maintaining the labor commanded expression of eq. (2) unchanged. There can be no doubt as to the second of these

---

9 To be sure, O’Donnell qualifies his claim of a “given” rate of profit with the condition that it applied “for the purposes of determining natural prices” (p. 90, emphasis in original). But again Caravale’s (1992, p. 1124) comment is apt: we may well “wonder on what other possible ground, different from the determination of prices, Smith might have been interested to show instead that profits should not be taken as given, but considered as the residual quantity left over from national product after the payment of wages.”
assumptions; the special case of constant costs in Smith’s corn industry is well known. But the 
reliance on a constant corn wage raises misgivings. As others have noticed (Hollander, 1973, p. 
129, n.46; Brewer, 1995, p. 196), Smith is constrained by a lack of wage data to employ a “corn 
commanded” unit as proxy for his preferred labor-commanded expression (I.v.22). Corn is suited 
to this role because its status as "the subsistence of the labourer" yields a roughly constant 
conversion ratio between the proxy and the underlying labor-commanded concept: “Equal 
quantities of corn ... will, at distant times, be more nearly of the same real value, or enable the 
possessor to purchase or command more nearly the same quantity of the labour of other people.” 
But we must not miss the caveat: labor's exchange rate with corn is not constant but only “more 
variably” so than that with “almost any other commodity; for even equal quantities of corn will not 
do it exactly” (I.v.15).10 The corn price is an inexact substitute for the nominal wage because, over 
the long run, economic growth both increases the magnitude of the laborer's real compensation 
(I.v.15; see also I.viii.21-27) and reduces the role played by corn in that compensation. Hence, 
because “the wealth and revenue of the country have been continually advancing ... since the time 
of Henry VIII, ... the wages of labour have been continually increasing during the same period” 
(I.ix.6; also xi.g). One consequence of those two centuries of growth was the increase in the 
“many other things from which the industrious poor derive an agreeable and wholesome variety of 
food;” and several of these, chiefly vegetables, fruits, and “the coarser manufactures of both linen 
and woollen cloth” have “become a good deal cheaper,” producing a further rise in the “real

10 O’Donnell’s claim of a constant corn wage rests in part on a mis-quotation of this passage, which he renders as 
(emphasis supplied) “equal quantities of corn, ... will, at distant times, be more clearly of the same real value”; 
and he fails to include the sentence immediately following, which contains the qualification that even “corn will 
not do it exactly.” Further, O’Donnell adapts to his own purpose Sylos-Labini’s observation (1976, p. 202) that 
Smith adds to the familiar short and long run a very long run, or “stages of development.” O’Donnell argues (p. 
67, cf. p. 90) that “it is only in moving from one ‘stage of development’ ... to another that wages, profits and rents 
change.” But even Sylos-Labini acknowledges (p. 203) that wages will continue to rise in the “progressive state” 
so long as the advancing level of wealth causes the wages fund to grow more rapidly than population.
recompence of labour ... during the course of the present century” (I.viii.35). Thus the substitution of the corn-commanded calculus for the labor-commanded expression is complicated by an acknowledged instability of the conversion ratio between the two measures. Smith is careful to remind us of this imperfection in his calculations, as when, in estimating the change in the labor-commanded value of a tod of wool between his own time and that of Edward III, he states his result with the qualification, “if the recompence of labour had been the same in both periods” (I.xi.m.8; also xi.b.36; IV.v.a.10; and xi.g.28, where the measure is applied to a cross-country comparison, again allowing for variation in the corn wage). Finally, and likewise consistent with the acknowledged rise in real wages in periods of growth, it is not to the nominal wage but to the nominal price of corn that Smith turns for his index of nominal shocks. Not the wage but “the average and ordinary price of corn,” we are told, “is regulated ... by the value of silver, by the richness or barrenness of the mines which supply the market with that metal” (I.v.16). Thus, while Smith clearly understood that his substitution of the corn price as proxy for the nominal wage in his calculations of a labor-commanded magnitude produced satisfactory results only to the extent that the corn wage remained reasonably stable over the period of analysis, he nowhere suggests that his measure meets that level of precision implied by O'Donnell’s claim of a “consistent relationship between ... labor embodied and labor command.”

O'Donnell’s suggestion that Smith rested his measure on a fixed rate of profit is similarly troubling. There is a striking contrast between Smith’s frequent warnings that his application of a “nearly” constant corn wage is to be treated as no more than a convenient approximation and his deafening silence on the matter of a “given” rate of profit. The presumption of a stable corn wage is contradicted both by his growth model and by the facts and thus must be repeatedly qualified. A presumption of a fixed profit rate is likewise contradicted on both theoretical and empirical
grounds and thus, if it were a component of his labor-commanded calculations, would require similar qualification. It is well known that his growth model implies that "as capitals increase in any country, the profits which can be made by employing them necessarily diminish," and the implication is confirmed by the nation's experience over the two centuries "since the time of Henry VIII," when, coincident with rising wages, "in the greater part of the different branches of trade and manufactures the profits of stock have been diminishing" (II.iv.8 and I.ix.6; see also I.xi.p.10 and, for a recent treatment, Brewer, 1995). Surely had he intended his labor-commanded measure to be understood as grounded upon the presumption of a fixed profit rate as well as that of a fixed corn wage, we would encounter explicit qualification of the former just as we do of the latter. But we do not.

Finally, no credible support can be advanced for the implied assumption of stable materials prices. Indeed, as O'Donnell himself nicely illustrates, (pp. 76-8), one important class of materials inputs—livestock ("the principle instruments of agriculture")—necessarily rises in relative price with economic growth (WN I.xi.b.7-8; i.3; l.1-7), and that rise in the meat-wheat price ratio is, for Smith, a key index of that growth (see also Kleer, 1996, pp. 338-9; Hueckel, 2000). Wood too rises in relative price with economic advance "nearly in the same manner, and exactly for the same reason, as the price of cattle" (I.xi.c.16); and "in carpenters and joiners work, and in the coarser sort of cabinet work, the necessary rise in the real price of barren timber, in consequence of the improvement of land, will more than compensate all the advantages which can be derived from the best machinery, the greatest dexterity, and the most proper division and distribution of work" (I.xi.o.2). On the other hand, the prices of wool and hides, building materials, and coal, show no systematic relationship to the extent of a nation's economic progress but vary in accord with the
extent of foreign trade or (in the case of the latter, bulkier materials) with improvements in local transport and proximity to local markets (I.xi.m.1-8; c.5; c.21-2).

Labor command as a measure of cost: a “Malthusian” view

It appears that our doubts are well-founded: the conditions advanced in support of the claim that Smith’s labor-commanded unit is in some meaningful way identified with the concept of embodied labor cannot be sustained without stretching his argument beyond recognition. To be sure, no objection can be raised to O’Donnell’s observation that Smith employed his measure as a means of expressing variations in the “difficulty of production” (pp. 75-6, also pp. 63 and 78). But it is a very long way from that benign characterization to the claim of a fixed relationship with embodied labor. Neither can there be any objection to O’Donnell’s observation (p. 70) that it is the assumption of constant costs in corn that especially suits Smith’s measure to this task. That assumption permits Smith to employ the corn commanded form of his measure to solve the problem of the price relative—a problem that J. S. Mill ([1848] 1976, p. 438) still found worthy of comment two generations later:

A coat may exchange for less bread this year than last, if the harvest has been bad, for more glass or iron, if a tax has been taken off those commodities, or an improvement made in their manufacture. Has the value of the coat, under these circumstances, fallen or risen? It is impossible to say.

We can, however, “say” when “the cause in which the disturbance of exchange values originated was something directly affecting the coat itself, and not the bread or the glass.” With corn excluded by assumption as a locus of cost change, Smith could be certain that any change in the corn-commanded value of another commodity was the outcome of a “disturbance … directly affecting” that other commodity and not corn. In this respect, the assumption of constant unit cost in corn serves the same purpose for Smith as does Ricardo’s ([1817] 1951, p. 44) assumption that
in gold production "the same quantity of labour should at all times be required," though Smith's corn unit, unlike Ricardo's gold, is not immune to changes in the distribution of the product as between wages and profit (cf. O'Donnell, pp. 102-4; 238, n.10).

Smith could, of course, have expressed his results in the corn-commanded units in which the calculation is performed and thereby avoided the imprecision arising from the conversion to the labor-commanded unit through a possibly unstable corn wage. But he insists on the labor-commanded form. Thus, when he expresses in the purchasing power of his own time the prices paid in earlier centuries for wool, fine cloth, and even the "rare birds" purchased by the Romans "in the time of their greatest grandeur," it is the change in the nominal price of corn that is calculated, but the result is stated in labor units. In calculating the "real price" of those Roman birds, for example, a comparison of the price of wheat in ancient Sicily to that of his own time and place produces the estimate that "three ounces of silver would then have purchased the same quantity of labour and commodities which four ounces will do at present," leading thereby to the conclusion that "their real price, the quantity of labour and subsistence which was given away for them, was about one-third more than their nominal price is apt to express to us in the present times" (L.xi.k; cf. m.8; o.7; and, for cross-country comparisons, xi.c.22 and g.28). As O'Donnell (p. 72) reminds us, it is labor's role as chief productive agent that makes it for Smith so appealing a measurement unit.\footnote{The appeal of the labor-commanded unit over its corn proxy arises as well from that other characteristic which both Khalil and O'Donnell deny: the labor unit conveys for Smith a uniform expression of subjective disutility, or "toil or trouble." As Smith puts it in a famous observation, "Equal quantities of labour, at all times and places, may be said to be of equal value to the labourer. In his ordinary state of health, strength and spirits, ... he must always lay down the same portion of his ease, his liberty, and his happiness." Consistent with his rational reconstruction of Smith as a "surplus" theorist with no element of utility maximization that might suggest a place in the "supply and demand" tradition, O'Donnell (p. 65) insists that this passage "can be understood to state that a constant quantity of labour expended in production creates a constant quantity of value." There can be no doubt, however, that the "value to the laborer" which Smith describes here is a subjective magnitude, quite distinct from the real wage that the laborer's effort commands in the marketplace. It is in this sense that labor is said to be "never varying in its own value" and therefore the preferred "standard by which the value of all commodities can}
industrious people, whom they ... supply with materials and subsistence,” the nation’s capital is properly expressed by “the quantity of productive labour which it can maintain and employ” I.vi.5; II.vi.12). Because the annual product includes payments to land and capital as well as labor, it "will always be sufficient to purchase or command a much greater quantity of labour than what was employed in raising, preparing, and bringing that produce to market,” indicating that the labor-commanded unit serves Smith also as an index of maximum potential productive capacity (I.vi.24)

It was this dimension of Smith’s measure that lay at the core of T. R. Malthus’s lengthy ruminations on the labor-commanded unit a generation later. Of course, Malthus, being no more immune than the rest of us to the risk that elements of contemporary theory might improperly condition the historical reconstruction of earlier texts, occasionally permitted the complications created by the Ricardo effect to influence his Smithian exegesis (for example, [1823] 1986, pp. 185 and 201). Nevertheless, when treated with care, his analysis can be illuminating for our purposes. The point at issue presented itself to Malthus in much the same way that it arose for Smith: although “the great instrument of production is labour,” the role of time in production means that “it cannot ... be said with anything like an approximation towards correctness that the labour worked up in commodities is the measure of exchangeable value.” We can, however, arrive at a satisfactory measure “if to the accumulated and immediate labour worked up in commodities, we add the profits upon the whole advances for the time that they are advanced,” giving us simply a measure of total cost. Of course, at a given time and place, “almost every commodity may be considered as an accurate measure of the relative value of others, and what is true of labour in this respect is true of cloth, cotton, iron, or any other article.” But our standard

---

at all times and places be estimated” (I.v.7). This dimension of Smith’s measure is developed further in Hueckel (1998), where it is seen to be an outgrowth of his theory of property right and of his views regarding Nature’s purpose in economic advance.
must express “not merely relative, but absolute and natural value” as well. This latter is that value necessary to satisfy the “conditions of the supply of commodities,” or, more precisely, that which provides “the means of obtaining those objects which will continue to the producer the same power of production and accumulation.” If, rather than labor, “the advances of capitalists consisted specifically in cloth,” then a measure expressed in cloth-commanded units would be preferred, for “the quantity of cloth advanced, with the addition of the ordinary profits estimated also in quantity of cloth, would represent both the natural and relative value of the commodity.” But, as is evident to anyone with eyes to see, “the specific advances of capitalists do not consist of cloth, but of labour; and as no other object whatever can represent a given quantity of labour, it is obvious . . . that it is the quantity of labour which a commodity will command, and not the quantity of any other commodity, which can represent the conditions of its supply, or its natural value.” Therefore, “if, with a view to the natural conditions of supply, we consider only the quantity of labour advanced, without reference to any other medium, we must of course estimate the profits in quantity of labour also.” Thus, our measure of total production cost is expressed in labor units in just the manner illustrated by our eq. (2) above (Malthus [1823] 1986, pp. 183-9).

But this is no index of a “proportionality between the labour commanded and labour embodied” measures and still less of an equality between those magnitudes. O’Donnell’s (p. 69) single, passing reference to a far less rigorous interpretation is closer to the mark: Smith’s labor-commanded measure is employed simply “as a rough indicator of the change in the labour and other inputs required for . . . production.”

A price index?

Leaving aside the apparent demands of O’Donnell’s Sraffian rational reconstruction, it is curious, in light of Smith’s frequent and unmistakable applications of his labor-commanded
measure as a rudimentary price index, that both Khalil and O'Donnell deny it that role. Indeed, in view of his repeated descriptions of that measure as an expression of the “difficulty of production” (p. 75) or of “changes in the relative value of commodities brought about by changes in methods of production” (p. 62, cf. p. 102), it is doubly curious that O'Donnell denies Smith’s application of his measure “to deflate nominal quantities” (p. 73). Since the monetary metal is itself a commodity whose relative value is altered by “changes in the methods of [its] production,” application of the labor-commanded unit as a deflator is simply a special case of its more general use in judging the “difficulty of production.” As we noticed earlier, Smith was well aware that his assumption of constant costs in corn production yields the happy effect of a nominal corn price that perfectly tracks any “degradation in the value of silver,” a result which, all the more curiously, O'Donnell acknowledges (pp. 70; 103-4; 109-10). Yet, as we have seen, both Khalil (p. 42) and O'Donnell (p. 73) deny that Smith’s measure can be understood as expressing “the purchasing power of individual commodities or incomes.” This in spite of its frequent applications to that end. Indeed like any good professor about to embark on a difficult and abstract discourse, Smith was at pains, immediately upon introducing the labor-commanded unit, to convince his audience that “the distinction between the real and the nominal price of commodities and labour, is not a matter of mere speculation, but may sometimes be of considerable use in practice.” Here, he commands the attention of his reader with the warning that recipients of long-term, contractually-established rental payments will wish to substitute corn for silver as the unit of account if they are to protect their incomes from the eroding effects of inflation (I.v.10-13). Later we find a similar regard for these cost-of-living adjustments in the suggestion that his deflator “may be of some use to the Publick in regulating the pecuniary reward of some of its inferior servants,” for if a rise in the price level “be owing to a fall in the value of
silver [as measured by the corn price], their pecuniary reward, provided it was not too large before, ought certainly to be augmented in proportion to the extent of this fall" (I.x.i.n.10).

Of course, so long as the corn wage remains at least "nearly" constant, then the price of labor is (almost) as effective a deflator as is that of corn. Hence, for Smith, a decline in the purchasing power of the monetary metal is defined as a case when "any given quantity, a pound weight of it, for example, might gradually purchase or command a smaller and a smaller quantity of labour, or exchange for a smaller and a smaller quantity of corn, the principal part of the subsistence of the labourer." (I.x.i.d.2). This is precisely what happened "from about 1570 to about 1640; ... silver sunk in its real value, or would exchange for a smaller quantity of labour than before; and corn rose in its nominal price" (I.x.i.f.2; cf. h.1). Again, the expression of the "deflated" magnitude in labor units serves to convey the extent of the owner's command over the goods which could be produced by that labor. As Myint (1948, p. 20) observed long ago, "Smith considered labour as the ideal measure of 'real value' simply because he believed that while the purchasing power represented by a given sum of money might depreciate to any extent, that represented by a given quantity of labour could not fall below the amount of real goods that labour would yield when turned to direct production." Hence, when the question at issue is a possible change in real incomes, the labor-commanded unit is the means of expressing that change. We find it, for example, in the analysis of the corn bounty, which, Smith insists, has no effect in altering the real value of agricultural incomes but serves only to raise the general price level.12 In contrast, similar preferences granted to manufactures shift relative prices and thus raise the real incomes of the favored groups. By such policies, "you raise, not only the nominal, but the real price of those

12 This result is a necessary part of Smith's attack on the mercantilist notion that economic growth is associated with inflation, and it reflects his own complex view of the growth process, neither of which need detain us here. The matter is treated at length in Hueckel (2000).
goods. You render them equivalent to a greater quantity of labour and subsistence, you encrease not only the nominal, but the real profit, the real wealth and revenue of those manufacturers, and you enable them either to live better themselves, or to employ a greater quantity of labour in those particular manufactures” (IV.v.a.23). The measure surfaces also in an analysis of the effect that cross-country differences in agricultural yields have on rent. Because “a rice field produces a much greater quantity of food than the most fertile corn field,” in countries where rice is “the common and favourite vegetable food of the people,” the surplus left the landlord is the greater: “Whatever was the rate at which labour was commonly maintained in that country, this greater surplus could always maintain a greater quantity of it; ... the real value of his rent, his real power and authority, his command of the necessaries and conveniencies of life with which the labour of other people could supply him, would necessarily be much greater” (I.xi.b.36). Ironically, this is the very passage quoted by Hollander (1973, p. 128, n. 42) to support his observation that Smith used his measure to judge “purchasing power over consumer goods,” an observation to which both Khalil and O’Donnell object, though one wonders what other interpretation can be drawn from the reference to the landlord’s “command of the necessaries and conveniencies of life with which the labour of other people could supply him.”13

To be sure, O’Donnell offers an extensive argument in support of his objection. It apparently rests on two points: the price-index interpretation is said to be flawed first because it does not properly attend to the alleged distinction “between the early paragraphs of Chapter v and the later paragraphs” and second because it fails to account for the consequence of

13 O’Donnell’s is a particularly weak objection to direct at Hollander in this context since it rests on the claim that “differential rates of productivity growth will sever any connection” between the labor commanded and embodied magnitudes. But the passage advanced by Hollander to illustrate his reading is a straightforward comparison between countries distinguished by differing food grains, both assumed to employ “the same or nearly the same culture” (I.xi.b.36). O’Donnell’s condition of “differential rates of productivity growth” does not apply here.
differential rates of productivity change in altering relative prices (pp. 73-4). On the strength of the claim that the early paragraphs of chapter five describe a “pre-capitalist” society, we are told that “since, in this sort of economy, commodities exchange in proportion to labour embodied, [Smith] referred to the ‘power of purchasing’ as ‘a certain command over all the labour, or over all the produce of labour which is then in the market’”\(^\text{14}\) Those who advance the price index interpretation err because they implicitly “assume that the measure of value which Smith developed later in Chapter v, and used at various places in the Wealth of Nations, was intended to possess the same property.” Evidently, then, O’Donnell would have it that Smith understood his labor-commanded measure to be a satisfactory index of purchasing power only within a pre-capitalist context but that when the analysis shifted to a capitalist environment, “Smith explicitly stated that differential rates of productivity growth will sever any connection between changes in the value of an individual commodity, as measured by labour commanded (or labour embodied), and changes in its purchasing power over other commodities in general.” It was, in other words, the “relative price effects” of those “differential rates of productivity growth” that were for Smith the fatal objection

---

\(^{14}\) As O’Donnell acknowledges, the phrase he quotes to illustrate the meaning of Smith’s reference to the “power of purchasing” is drawn from v.3, a paragraph that is particularly difficult to read as limited strictly to a hypothetical, single-factor economy since it is a discussion of a comment from Hobbes, which Smith renders as “Wealth … is power.” The phrase quoted by O’Donnell is Smith’s attempt to characterize the “power” which a “great fortune … immediately and directly conveys” to its owner, that power being said to be something different from “political power, either civil or military.” The suspicion that Smith had no intention of limiting the application of this principle to a “pre-capitalist” society is heightened when we read the paragraph in parallel with the opening pages of the “Early Draft” of Wealth of Nations. There (1978b, pp. 563-4) we read that “the rich and the powerful … in a civilized society [are] better provided with the conveniences and necessaries of life than it is possible for any person to provide himself in a savage and solitary state … [because they] can at all times direct the labours of thousands to [their] own purposes.” Indeed, such is the inequality of a “great society” that the wealthiest one-tenth percent of families “don’t labour at all and … yet, either by violence or by the more orderly oppression of law, employ a greater part of the labour of the society than any other [decile].” The remainder of the national product is distributed according to a further hierarchy of inequality: “The opulent merchant … enjoys a much greater proportion of the profits of his traffic than all the clerks and accountants who do the business;” the latter receive “a greater share of the produce” than do the artisans who labor “under their direction;” and the last in turn “enjoy a much greater share than the poor labourer.” When seen in light of this earlier description of the “oppressive inequality” of wealth as the power to “direct the labours of thousands,” it strains credulity to insist that the characterization of the Hobbes reference to the “power” conveyed by wealth is to be read as applicable strictly to the most primitive stage of development in which there is no division of labor and limited exchange.
to the employment of his measure as a price index within a capitalist environment. Those who persist in the "extremely dubious" price-index interpretation fail to appreciate this distinction as between a pre-capitalist context (where "Smith did indeed link labour command to purchasing power") and a capitalist environment (where any such link is severed by "relative price effects"). Yet, according to O'Donnell, "it is a wonder that [Smith's] extremely clear statement of this ... did nothing to halt the spread of the [price index] interpretation" (p. 74, O'Donnell's emphasis).

Such a declaration would indeed undermine the price index interpretation, but the statement in question (identified by O'Donnell as I.viii.4) offers nothing more than the observation that prices reflect the rates at which commodities exchange for one another and not the absolute levels of input requirements—a truism that Samuel Bailey ([1825] 1967) was to repeat ad nauseam a half-century later. To be sure, Smith is mildly troubled by the realization that, while productivity growth reduces input requirements throughout the economy, thereby causing "all things [to] become cheaper in reality," yet those commodities experiencing the slowest productivity advance will "in appearance ... become dearer than before, or [will] have been exchanged for a greater quantity of other goods." But this trite observation is no evidence of an intent to preclude the transfer to a capitalist context of a price index accepted as applicable only within a pre-capitalist environment. Quite the contrary, these "relative price effects" apply with equal force to a pre-capitalist as to a capitalist regime, a fact which Smith clearly recognized, for, though it is not evident from O'Donnell's limited quotation, the passage in question, in a remarkable irony, refers to the conditions found "in that original state of things, which precedes both the appropriation of land and the accumulation of stock" (I.viii.2). Further, these "relative price effects" are themselves no more an impediment to the employment of the labor-commanded concept as "a measure of the purchasing power of individual commodities or incomes" than they are to our own application of
any fixed-weight price index to the same purpose. Indeed Smith was quite aware of the complication raised by varying price relatives. When he considers the problem of "regulating the pecuniary reward" of public officials, he points out that the indexation of those salaries to inflation is a simple matter when "this rise in the price of some sorts of provisions be owing to a fall in the value of silver" because, as we saw earlier, "any rise in the money price of goods which proceeded altogether from the degradation of the value of silver would affect all sorts of goods equally" (I.xi.n.4). But if we are dealing with a shift in relative prices, "it becomes a much nicer matter to judge either in what proportion any pecuniary reward ought to be augmented, or whether it ought to be augmented at all" because "the extension of improvement and cultivation, as it necessarily raises more or less, in proportion to the price of corn, that of every sort of animal food, so it as necessarily lowers that of ... every sort of vegetable food" I.xi.n.10). The problem of varying price relatives does indeed make the proper adjustment of monetary payments a "nicer" judgment, as demonstrated in our own time by disputes over the magnitude and significance of the substitution bias produced by the use of a fixed-weight price index (see, for example, Boskin, Dulberger, Gordon, et. al, 1998, and additional sources cited there). Nevertheless, like Smith and his labor-commanded index, we continue to use such indices as (admittedly imperfect) measures of purchasing power and real incomes.

Conclusion

Ours is a cautionary tale. No one can deny that both rational and historical reconstructions can help to illuminate the past. Our understanding of the relevant logical relationships can, indeed, be deepened by a careful analysis of the assumptions that would have been necessary had Smith actually intended to establish a "proportionality" between the labor commanded and labor embodied magnitudes. Likewise, there is some taxonomic merit in an attempt to clearly
delineate the common themes that define an intellectual tradition or "school." But while it is true that rational and historical reconstructions cannot be kept absolutely distinct, our perception of the past will be more accurate if we will be guided by Blaug's ([1990] 1997a, p. 63) plea to "try to be explicit about what we are doing when they are run together."

We do the past a disservice when we impose upon our intellectual forebears those modern analytical categories which they cannot have known. No doubt one can find in Smith hints of a Sraffian surplus. But when we consider theory in its embryonic state, we can find "hints" of most modern analytical traditions, if we look hard enough. Rarely will an ancient author fit perfectly into our modern taxonomic categories. To employ Smith's labor-commanded measure as a lever with which to force his system into the narrow Sraffian box is to lose much of the abundance and complexity of his thought (Blaug, 1999, pp. 216-17). To insist on reading his famous chapter five through the prism of the "early and rude state" is to ignore his delightful analysis of social and legal development. To deny the labor-commanded measure's use as a deflator to judge changes in the purchasing power of factor incomes is to deny Smith's frequent and ingenious applications to just that purpose, all the while fully cognizant of the applicable index number problem.

We conclude then that the long-standing conception of Smith's labor-commanded expression remains secure for the moment. That expression is to be understood as a unit of measure and no more—as the markings on a thermometer expressing the "heat" magnitude of exchange value. But since all inputs contribute to that heat, the unit of measure bears no fixed relationship to any one of them. True, the measure is imperfect. It makes no allowance for the complications arising from changes in the distribution of the product, and its precision rests upon the assumption of a constant corn wage over the period of analysis, an assumption that even Smith acknowledges as likely to be
invalid. But there is no sin in the failure of an eighteenth-century author to anticipate the intellectual controversies of the generations who follow. The danger arises when the concepts developed by that earlier author, and reflective of his time, are distorted by those subsequent generations in their desire to force those concepts into intellectual categories reflective of later controversies and to which, therefore, the ideas of that earlier time may be ill-suited.
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